Prerequisites:
No prerequisites.

Course Objectives: student will be able to:
1- have in-depth information about grammar topic previously student in less detail.
2- Use selected grammar construction communicatively.
3- Write paragraphs of different kinds.
4- Understand passage of intermediate difficulty.
5- Understand dialogs / lectures by natives speakers.

Contents:
1- Grammar: Nouns: (articles, possessives, plurals); adjective:( comparative and superlative adjectives, so and such) the present tenses ( present simple and continuous tense, the present perfect); the past tenses ( past simple and continuous , the past perfect); the future ( present conenose, going to, future simple , present simple, future perfect); verbs and expressions followed by gerunds; verbs and expression followed be infinitives; the passive; causative have.
2- Reading: comprehension passages of intermediate level, computer riding texts.
3- Writing: topic sentences, descriptive paragraphs, narrative paragraphs.
4- Listening: listening to dialogs and lectures by native speakers, note taking.
5- Speaking: practicing guided conversation ( pair work), having group discussing of selected topics.
6-
Course Description:
In this course the student learns how to use adverbs and adjectives, comparative and superlative degrees, making comparisons using as....as, comparing things using: like, the same as, different from. The student also learns how to use punctuation marks, capital letters, articles, apostrophes, when to use ought to, used to, going to, can, and may. Different verb tenses are also covered, including the present, the past and the future (simple, continuous, perfect and perfect continuous). Finally, the student also learns the probable and improbable conditions with IF and UNLESS. General reading and writing skills are addressed throughout the course.

References:
- First: Integrated course Books